
 

 

 

SUMMARY TEAM & INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES 

Thank you for participating in the 2020 Virtual Forestry Challenge.  Without your 
enthusiastic participation, this event would not be possible.  W would like your feedback 

on our first virtual event, and you can help by completing this evaluation form. If you 
need more room, want to explain your answer, or let us know anything else, use the 

open comment section at the end of this form. Thank you.  

1. Did you use the study modules to help you prepare for the event?  

YES 64 / NO 4 / DIDN’T USE 1 

2. Rate the amount of material in the study modules: 

   NOT ENOUGH 5 / ABOUT RIGHT 44 / TOO MUCH 20 

3. About how many hours did you spend looking at the study modules BEFORE your 
session started? 

0-3  28 / 4-8  32 /  9+ 3 / Other 4 

4. About how many hours did you spend completing all portions of the event (test, 
online appointments, presentation prep) DURING your session? 

     0-3 6 / 4-8 22 / 9+ 36 / Other 5  

5. Please rate the following parts of the event: 

Study Modules    EXCELLENT  20     GOOD 36 FAIR 12   POOR 1 

Opening Lecture    EXCELLENT  36     GOOD 25 FAIR  7    POOR 1 

Testing     EXCELLENT  12     GOOD 29 FAIR  22  POOR 6 

Ask A Forester    EXCELLENT  32     GOOD 28 FAIR  7    POOR 2 

Diane and Jeff’s Office Hours EXCELLENT  41     GOOD  20 FAIR  4    POOR 4 

 

6. What was your favorite academic part of the event and why? 

17 – Contact W/ Teammates         11 – Presentation       10 – Office Hours 

8 – Ask A Forester      7 – Studying/Modules  6 – Learning      

  2 -  Everything      3 – Other 
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7. What was your least favorite part of the event and why? 

27 – Online Testing      11 – Being Virtual      10 – Studying/Modules 

7 – Presentation       6 – Schedules/Time Limit     4 – Nothing They Didn’t Like 

2 – Ask a Forester     2 - Other 

8. As a result of your participation, would you be more or less likely to participate in an 
in-person Forestry Challenge event? 

MORE 42 / NO CHANGE 22 / LESS 5 

 

9. Please provide a one sentence “testimonial” about the Forestry Challenge: 

Before going into this challenge, I thought I knew a lot about the forest, but this 
challenge taught me a lot and it showed me that there are still people out there 
who care for our forests, it gave me hope for the future of our forests. 

 

The Forestry Challenge effectively communicates to students of diverse 
academic interests that forestry is not limited to environmentalists, and that the 
implications of the practice span further than society deems it, as forests are the 
future for humanity. 

 

The Forestry Challenge is an amazing experience for any student who wants to 
learn about forestry; it provides the unique opportunity to apply that knowledge 
to a real-life situation with industry professionals in a fun and supportive 
environment. 

 

Overall, I have enjoyed Forestry Challenge this year and truly it was a challenge 
having to learn differently and having no help with hands on experience. This 
truly made me realize the importance of foresters and for that I say thank you! 

 

It was a great way for students to get involved and learn about new topics that we 
typically would not be introduced to in a normal class. 

 

Forestry Challenge allowed me and my friends to work towards a common goal 

during quarantine--we are so grateful for this amazing experience as it broadened 

our perspective and helped us realize the importance of forestry. 


